
Higher Crude Oil Prices Boost Revenues;
Earnings Down Due to Losses from
Revaluation of Securities

Once again thanking you for your support and
patronage, I take pleasure in reporting the mid-term
financial results for our 96th fiscal year ending
March 2002.

During the first six months, procurement costs rose
as crude oil prices remained relatively high and the

yen relatively weak. Meanwhile, we were unable to
fully shift the higher crude oil prices onto any of our
oil products except gasoline. Since the beginning of
this fiscal year, the management of Cosmo Oil has
been making a strenuous effort to respond to an
ongoing difficult business environment in which
demand for oil products is expected to decline
worldwide affected by the September 11th terrorist
attacks on America by implementing a new
management initiative, “Value Creation 21,” designed
for even higher efficiency and the creation of new
added value.

For the first half of the fiscal year, Cosmo Oil Co.,
Ltd. alone reported revenues of ¥778 billion on a
non-consolidated basis, up ¥41.1 billion from the
comparable period of the previous year, due to crude
oil price increases. The company’s rationalization
and value creation efforts contributed to an
approximate ¥7.1 billion increase in earnings that
more than offset a decline of some ¥1.4 billion in
domestic sales for a ¥5.7 billion improvement in
earnings overall. However, as the change of our
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inventory valuation method contributed to a ¥12.4
billion increase in earnings for the first half of the
previous year, our operating income for the first half
was ¥2.8 billion, down ¥6.7 billion. We achieved
ordinary income of ¥2.7 billion as a result of efforts
to improve the financial balance and others, although
it represented a ¥2.3 billion decrease from the
previous year. We, however, reported a net loss of
¥1.2 billion for the first half of this year due mostly
to losses from revaluation of securities.
On a consolidated basis, the Cosmo Oil Group

reported sales of ¥915 billion, up ¥68.2 billion, as the
crude oil development and production remained
strong thanks to increased crude oil prices. It
reported ordinary income of ¥10.1 billion, down ¥66
million, and a net loss of ¥198 million, down ¥5.7
billion, due to losses from revaluation of securities,
among other factors. The board adopted a resolution
that the interim dividend will be ¥3 per share, the
same as that for the first half of the previous year.
As for our outlook for the entire fiscal year, our goal

is to achieve ¥1.84 trillion in sales, ¥26 billion
ordinary income and ¥5.5 billion net income on a
consolidated basis. The dividend for the year is
expected to be ¥6 per share.

Increasing Share of Car Care Market

All of us at Cosmo Oil are now engaged in “Value
Creation 21,” the new management initiative
mentioned above. The primary focus in this program
is the creation of added value in sales operations. The
objective here is to break away from the conventional
style of operating service stations (SS) relying on gas
sales volumes and, instead, increase our share of the
total car care market serving all a car owner’s needs
including car inspection, repair, car washing,
Lubricating oil, tires and other related products.

We have been building up the “B-cle Network,” a
network of SSs to provide such total car care
products and services, and the number of B-cle SSs
at the end of the first half of this fiscal year was 224.
We will continue to expand the network, with a goal
to bring the number to 500 by the end of March,
2003. 

Regarding “Cosmo the Card,” our own credit card
and one of our key strengths, we have been
implementing a number of strategic moves. For
instance, we became the first in the industry to add
purchase points of non-fuel products and service and
ETC function to the card, as well as conducting
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various promotional activities. As a result, 2.57
million cards had been issued by the end of the first
half of this fiscal year. We are set to continue our
efforts to promote both the issuance and use of the
card to contribute to overall earnings. 
Another important effort in our sales operations has

been to respond to diversifying customer needs by
opening self-service SSs, and the number of these
stations was 55 at the end of the first half. We will
continue to further expand self-service SSs, with a
goal of bringing the number to 140 by the end of
March 2002. Our Supervisors, who offer
management consulting to SS operators, will
continue to help individual operators strengthen their
SS management capabilities by advising measures
that combine these new SS management strategies
and exhaustive means to improve efficiency. Their
objective is for the Cosmo Oil SSs to become leaders
in their respective locations.

Diversification and New Businesses
Further Improvement of Financial
Foundation

Our other operations, including crude oil purchasing,
transportation, storage, refining and logistics, will

also continue their own efforts for even higher
efficiency, while at the same time ensuring dynamic
operations and increased added value in production
by making the best of the SAP integrated platform
system.

With regard to crude oil development, while our
primary focus will be on Abu Dhabi and Qatar in the
Middle East, Australia will be designated as a second
core area. For our new businesses, we will address
opportunities in electric power, new energy and the
Internet that will arise in connection with the oil
business, thereby diversifying revenue sources even
further.

In terms of finance, we have been taking steps to
slim our balance sheet to improve capital efficiency.
Our goal with regard to interest-bearing debts is to
achieve a decrease of some ¥200 billion by the end of
March 2003 as compared to the end of March 1999.
In terms of financial indicators, we aim to achieve,
also by the end of March 2003, a ROE of 10%, an
equity ratio of 20% and reliance on interest-bearing
debts of 40% on an unconsolidated basis. Our goals
on a consolidated basis are virtually the same.

In our efforts to achieve these and other goals, I
again ask for your understanding and support.
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